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TOASTWORTHY
BOOKER VINEYARD

In Paso Robles wine country, amidst the hills and vines
of Booker Vineyard’s 100-acre property, is a new tasting
venue with a lounge-y vibe that invites guests to gather
with friends, settle in and make themselves at home.
Signum Architecture’s minimalist design honors the
winery’s natural surroundings, matching the sensibilities
of owner and vintner Eric Jensen, whose respect for the
land is central to his winemaking approach. The fracture
patterns of the area’s limestone soil, for example, were
used as the basis for the layout of the structure’s long
walls. The restrained material palette includes cedar,
board-formed concrete and natural steel, which architect
Juancarlos Fernandez says “will rust over time, just like
the stakes at the end of each vine row.” The architecture
is complemented by understated interiors by Katie
Martinez Design, whose warm, light color palette was also
inspired by the limestone soil. Tactile surfaces abound—
from raked limestone bathroom tile and bleached walnut
and white oak cabinetry to cedar siding and beams and
burnished brass at the bar front. The new spaces set the
stage for various experiences at the winery, from a VIP
limestone cave tasting with the owner’s personal library
of wines, to an afternoon of “Bocce and Bottles” on a
private outdoor lounge area. bookerwines.com

FOG DESIGN+ART

After taking a pandemic-related pause in 2021, FOG
Design+Art is back with a bang, continuing its ongoing
exploration of the relationship between art and design. This
thought-provoking event attracts top art dealers, curators
and artists from around the globe. FOG 2022 will feature 45
galleries, with 10 participating for the first time including local
galleries such as Cult Aimee Friberg Exhibitions, Friends
Indeed and pt. 2 Gallery. This year’s event will be held at
Fort Mason Center for Arts & Culture from January 20–23
and kicks off with a Preview Gala on January 19 benefiting
the San Francisco Museum of Modern Art’s education and
exhibitions program. A series of conversations hosted by
leaders in the fields of art, design and technology will be
held throughout the four-day event, and on January 22,
pioneering musician Linda Ronstadt will be honored at the
fair’s annual Innovators Luncheon. fogfair.com
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toastworthy: adam rouse photography. on view: left, love (gold, white,
pink and blue) by barnaby barford, courtesy david gill gallery; right,
love (red, blue) by barnaby barford, courtesy david gill gallery.

ON VIEW

DISPATCH
DESIGN

headshot: emily gui. furniture and studio shots: duncan oja.

SCENE

MEET THE MAKER
DUNCAN OJA

When woodworker Duncan Oja creates
a side table or a turned vessel, he takes
his cues from the wood’s rugged
natural beauty. The artisan is intimately
involved in every step of the process,
from milling the lumber himself, to
breaking down the boards and then
ushering the wood into its new form.
Having outgrown his studio in San
Francisco, Oja moved to a characterrich, 1930 brick building in Crockett. He
renovated the space—once a grocery
store—into a woodworking studio,
all the while crafting his latest line
comprising a slat-back Windsor side
chair, armchair and bench in oxidized oak and brass. ojadesign.com
Where do your ideas come from? I try to be open to where inspiration
comes from—not sticking to a certain style too strictly. I’m definitely
influenced by the American furniture tradition—Shaker-style furniture is
sort of how I came into woodworking—but I like to think inspiration can
come from anywhere, even a discarded chair on the street.
How did your new Windsor-inspired pieces come to be? These are
specifically inspired by more simple, less decorative American Windsors
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that were being made in the 19th century, usually thought of as a decline
in the style. It’s obviously a modern take, but I was trying to focus on just
function and simplicity—sort of tearing down the design as much as
possible while still making it feel like my own. I’ve played with brass
before in other pieces. It doesn’t have
quite the same warmth as wood, but I
like the idea of these straight spindles.
Some of your work has a rougher
aesthetic. Can you talk about your
process? I worked as a sawyer for a
small-scale milling operation and got a
lot of inspiration from that process—
seeing the textures and forms that
normally don’t make it to the final piece
of furniture. My favorite ideas come
from the actual work and the things you
see along the way, more than sitting
down with a pencil—or worse, the
computer. Some of the more sculptural
work is actually found chunks of wood
that you do almost nothing to. It’s just
about respecting that piece of wood,
seeing what it wants to be and having
the lightest touch possible.

DISPATCH

BEHIND THE BLOOM
FRANCIS & FRANCES
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DESIGN

Early in the pandemic, as weddings
and other events were halted, local
floral and event company Amanda
Vidmar Design had to pivot. With
no wedding reception tabletops to
design, partners Amanda Frances
Vidmar and Mikenzie Francis
Salvucci began making individual
flower deliveries—and they loved it.
So much so that they decided to
open a floral shop in the heart of
Cole Valley. Like their event design
business, the joyful new shop—
called Francis & Frances—offers
fresh, quality blooms from local
growers and organic farmers.
Visitors can also purchase
handmade ceramics from local
artists, as well as bath and body
products—many from businesses
owned by women and people of
color. francisandfrancessf.com
As you started delivering flowers,
what did you enjoy most? Amanda
Frances Vidmar: Being able to see
everybody’s love notes. Notes of
compassion, happy birthdays and
I love you’s brought us a lot of joy
amongst all the craziness.
What are you most excited to bring
to the neighborhood? AFD: We’re
in Cole Valley, which is super cute.
It’s really family oriented. We would
love to show the community a farmto-table method of floral design. We

appreciate a lot of the organic flower
movements and really want to make
that important here too. We’d like to
educate as well, whether through
classes or wreath workshops.
How would you describe your
aesthetic? AFD: We’re hoping
to bring a cohesive design style,
as well as something a bit more
vibrant. The floral community
can get really neutral, and we’re
interested in bringing something
that’s a little bolder and more fun.
We ran with a style that Mikenzie
and I are calling “Groovy.” We
sent our designer a playlist to
listen to—it was all from the ’60s
and ’70s—and she found some
groovy fonts.
What are your favorite winter
blooms? Mikenzie Francis Salvucci:
My favorite is the hellebore. It’s kind
of underrated because it’s not super
colorful and playful. It’s just a flower
I’ve always loved. AFD: It’s actually
tattooed on my arm—daphne.
She blooms in late February and
can grow through frost, so it’s a
super-resilient plant. It’s not the
most beautiful of all time, but it
smells so intoxicating—somewhere
between fresh rose and Froot
Loops. It’s got such a short season,
two weeks maybe, so it has an
ephemeral quality.

HEALTHY HOME
As more people yearn for a return to natural, eco-friendly products,
Oakland-based Model No. has set out to meet that desire. The team
turned to natural, durable materials, such as FSC-certified wood, wool,
ethically sourced feathers and nontoxic organic latex, then spent
months perfecting the design of a minimalist sofa. “We wanted it to feel
comfortable, so it could fit in a modern home,” CEO Phillip Raub says.
Model No. then used that sofa as a jumping-off point to create
The Platform Series, a collection of sectional sofas, chairs, ottomans
and coffee tables that contribute to creating a healthier home. The
furnishings are currently produced on-demand at Model No.’s California
micro-factory. “We’re still small, but the end game is that if you live in
New York and you order a product, we’ll fulfill that in a micro-factory
close to the tri-state area,” Raub says. “That cuts down on the lead
time while reducing our carbon footprint.” Peruse their offerings at
the company’s latest pop-up showroom in Berkeley’s design district
at 1799 D Fourth St., open until February 4. model-no.com
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behind the bloom: portrait, cassie valente; vignette, courtney yee of
photoflood studio. healthy home: courtesy model no.

MODEL NO.

